
an innovative manual push-around vertical
platform with motorized lift/lower system
it reaches a 4.17 mt working height
manual adjustable load tray easily positioned
from on board the platform
platform capacity of 130 kg and ultra-compact
size (1150x730x1480 mm) allow for an
exceptional maneuverability
featherweight of only 280 kg
eliminates the risk of injuries caused by the
manual handling of goods
innovative lifting mast system, guaranteed 10
years

SPIN-GO
EFFICIENT AND VERSATILE 

Simple and compact, SPIN-GO  allows to safely and
comfortably carry out all the operations of restocking
shelves, the setting up and cleaning of rooms and
commercial spaces. To ensure maximum safety, the
brakes on the wheels need to always be manually
deactivated. A low entry point of only 36 cm and the
possibility to place both feet on a flat surface, greatly
increase the stability of the operator while carrying out
his daily tasks.

Simple, efficient, and comfortable the SPIN-GO makes
working simply better. The innovative lifting mast
requires no upkeep, while the careful selection of high-
quality components, and an extremely simple yet
effective design make the SPIN-GO virtually
maintenance-free.
OPTIONAL: It is possible to fully eliminate batteries'
maintenance  by installing AGM batteries, available also
for all our products.

DURABLE

Why choose Spin-Go?

SAFE

"Spin-Go it is an innovative, crafted yet simple product.
Once you try it, ladders won't do the job any more."

SPIN-GO can be manually moved into the desired position
with ease and in no time. The innovative load tray carries up
to 90 kg and it can be manually adjusted while onboard.
Additional material can be also stored on the load deck up
to a maximum of 90 kg, extremely reducing downtime.
SPIN-GO will also allow you to take full advantage of
vertical space, in certain circumstances doubling the
quantity of items immediately available at hand. Thanks to
its extremely reduced weight SPIN-GO can be used in
situations where no other equipment is able to do the job.
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